
Spray Tanning

  

  

  

Be tanned the sun fun range with a NEW style of sunless tanning products designed to help you
safely achieve that summer only natural glow we all want. Professonal salon tanning will provide
you with a long lasting golden tan, without the usual chemical NASTIES that cause skin
sensitisation, dryness that leads to photosensitivity . No nasty artificial fragrances, just pure
lemongrass essential oils to move your senses to an exotic summer holiday location.

        Full Body Tan
  $ 35.00   
    Torso and Arms   $ 25.00   
    Legs   $ 25.00   
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Spray Tanning

    Spray Tan Preparation
  

Before your professional Spray Tan session:

  

Shower and thoroughly exfoliate your skin with Buff Stuff.   Buff stuff is a natural loofah that will
gently exfoliate to prepare you skin for the perfect professional Spray Tan.

  

Pay attention to rough/dry skin areas like the knees, elbows, ankles and tops of feet.

  

Waxing or shaving must be done a minimum of 24 hours before your professional Spray Tan.

  

Your skin must be completely free of any moisturiser, deodorant, make up or perfumes.

  

Wear loose fitting clothing for after your tan.  Any minor rub will wash out of most fabrics.
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Spray Tanning

  The Tanning Procedure
  

A full body tan will take approximately 10 minutes.

  

Allow an additional 5 minutes drying time.

  

While the tan develops, avoid wearing tight fitting clothes that rub your skin excessively.

  

You will leave the tanning salon looking fabulous.

  

  

  

  
  After Tan Care
  

Avoid wetting your skin or activities that will cause excessive perspiration between the tanning
and showering phase.

  

You may shower after 6-8 hours or 1-3 hours if our Rapid Tan was applied.
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Spray Tanning

  

After each shower, always pat dry with your towel.

  

Moisturise daily to extend your perfect tan to the max.

  

Moisturising will reduce the rate at which your skin sheds and will keep your tan looking better
for longer.

  

The use of hot baths, chlorinated pools and spas will reduce the life of your tan.
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